IHS provides a suite of critical information tools that are essential to your job

IHS’s powerful desktop information tools provide immediate access to specs, standards, catalogs, parts data, purchasing information, regulatory information, and engineering methodology needed by engineering professionals throughout government and industry.

- Industrial Parts and Equipment - Cut sourcing costs and make better buying decisions with multiple sources for industrial parts and equipment.
- Government Purchasing and Logistics Data - Manage government procurement and logistics with immediate access to award histories, technical characteristics, and alternate sources.
- Regulatory Information - Access government regulations needed to maintain a safe work environment and avoid financial penalties and litigation.
- Information Integration - Turn your internal information into a desktop asset.
- Validated Design Data - Access research and engineering methodology that helps you streamline the research, development and testing process.
- Parts Obsolescence Information - Manage the risk of parts obsolescence with comprehensive decision support tools.

IHS Engineering services come in many formats to meet your needs including:
CD-ROM, intranets, extranets, client-servers, online and the World Wide Web.

Customer Support
Your subscription to any IHS product includes customer support. This includes product application support, answers to questions regarding product content or functionality, help with difficult research projects and much, much more.

How to contact us

For more information on IHS and our products:

tel: 800-320-5660 (USA/Canada)
+1-303-858-6325 (International)

fax: 1-303-858-6710

Information Handling Services
15 Inverness Way East
Englewood, Colorado 80112-5776

www.ihs.com/aviation

The most comprehensive source for worldwide aviation information including:

- Regulations
- Safety Information
- FAA & JAA Information
- ICAO Documents
- IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations
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Current and complete information is critical to controlling costs

Preventing problems and catastrophes before they happen is an important strategy in controlling costs and increasing the bottom line. For instance, if your organization fails to comply with regulations or fails to ensure that safety standards are met, making corrections or adjustments later is typically much more time-consuming and costly. Having current, accurate and complete information when, where and how you need it, is one of the best methods to avoid these pitfalls.

AV-DATA is your single source solution. Now you can have access to the world’s most extensive and up-to-date collection of aviation regulations, safety and advisory information at the convenience of your desktop.

Increase business efficiencies

Let AV-DATA help you increase business efficiencies and cut costs while giving you peace of mind by:

- **Reducing the risk of errors** — Register employees as authorized users to ensure the same information is being distributed and used throughout your company. You can then minimize the number of errors caused by inaccurate, outdated or unreliable information from multiple sources.

- **Ensuring regulations and information are current** — Don’t worry about missing or old information. Updates are made daily on the Internet and monthly on the CD-ROM version to keep you as accurately informed as possible.

- **Controlling maintenance and redesign costs** — Not having current and reliable information can result in being unknowingly non-compliant, experiencing increased maintenance problems or even requiring a redesign. AV-DATA provides the critical information you need to control these costs.

- **Minimizing down time** — Not only can maintenance or redesign costs skyrocket because of poor information, the down time associated with correcting the problem can also severely hamper your bottom line. Minimize unnecessary down time by using the right information the first time.

- **Curtailing database management costs** — You can reduce or even eliminate costs associated with maintaining your own library or managing multiple external databases that are typically incompatible with one another. AV-DATA has it all for you in one complete, easy-to-use product.

---

The Flight Safety Foundation projects the number of commercial flights to double in the next 10 years. Even though the current rate of commercial jet accidents is very low, when combined with the enormous increase in flight volume, this can mean that by the year 2010, “a jetliner will crash somewhere in the world, on average, every eight days…”

---

"...We needed a product that would provide quick and easy access for multiple users, and most importantly, be up-to-date. AV-DATA on the Internet has been the perfect solution. It has worked exactly as promised... It’s been a gratifying experience to do business with a company that has been interested in our satisfaction after the sale."

— Aerocell Structures, Inc.
Comprehensive aviation information solution

Have you labored over researching or retrieving aviation regulations and information? How many different sources did you use to get all the information you needed — three, six, ten or more? Now, imagine only having to go to one source. AV-DATA is that source.

No more sifting through piles of hard copy documents... no more visiting the library... no more calling federal agencies or aviation authorities. With just a few clicks of your mouse, you'll be instantly connected to a full range of domestic and international aviation information from the world's most recognized organizations in the industry.

Below are the databases covered within AV-DATA:

- Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA)
- International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
- International Air Transport Association (IATA)

Only source for international aviation information

Not only does AV-DATA contain FAA and other domestic resources, it is the only place that you will find worldwide aircraft regulation compliance, safety and airworthiness information from the:

Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA)
Exclusive access to Joint Aviation Requirements, Notices of Proposed Amendments and the JAA's Administrative and Guidance Material. No other product contains this information anywhere!

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Includes international aviation standards and laws for over 180 countries.

International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Contains “dangerous goods” regulations.

"...My staff has commented that once you learn how to use it [AV-DATA], it is better than ATP. And at half the cost of our previous software, it makes the accounting department happy as well."
— Renown Aviation, Inc.
Quick and easy access to critical information

We know how valuable your time is to you. Spending hours, days or even weeks searching for regulations and other information from a multitude of sources can be frustrating and take time away from your other job functions.

Available through the Internet or CD-ROM, AV-DATA can eliminate your research hassles. Retrieve the information you need in a snap!

NEW! AD Tracker – If you are a maintenance professional, you can now track multiple aircraft to ensure each one is in compliance with all applicable airworthiness directives (ADs) required by the FAA. Our new AD Tracker tool uses model numbers to identify and track ADs which allows changes and a historical record to be kept.

“...the data has been very useful and its accessibility very user-friendly, both the CD-ROM approach and the Internet. We have recommended AV-DATA to others.”

— AlliedSignal

Just a few of our aviation customers:
- Airbus
- American Airlines
- Boeing
- British Airways
- Bureau Veritas
- Cessna Aircraft Company
- China Airlines
- Daimler Chrysler
- Delta Airlines
- FAA Technical Library
- French Ministry of Defense
- Cedocar
- Frontier Airlines
- GE Aircraft Engines
- Honeywell
- Korean Airlines
- Lockheed Martin
- Control System
- Rolls Royce PLC
- Scandinavian Airlines/SAS
- Sterling European Airlines
- United Airlines

Can you afford to be without AV-DATA?
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